Multi-objective Neural Architecture Search (NAS) aims to discover novel architectures in the presence of multiple conflicting objectives. Despite recent progress, the problem of approximating the full Pareto front accurately and efficiently remains challenging. In this work, we explore the novel reinforcement learning (RL) based paradigm of non-stationary policy gradient (NPG). NPG utilizes a non-stationary reward function, and encourages a continuous adaptation of the policy to capture the entire Pareto front efficiently. We introduce two novel reward functions with elements from the dominant paradigms of scalarization and evolution. To handle non-stationarity, we propose a new exploration scheme using cosine temperature decay with warm restarts. For fast and accurate architecture evaluation, we introduce a novel pretrained shared model that we continuously fine-tune throughout training. Our extensive experimental study with various datasets shows that our framework can approximate the full Pareto front well at fast speeds. Moreover, our discovered cells can achieve supreme predictive performance compared to other multi-objective NAS methods, and other singleobjective NAS methods at similar network sizes. Our work demonstrates the potential of NPG as a simple, efficient, and effective paradigm for multi-objective NAS.
Introduction
Neural Architecture Search (NAS) automatically designs neural architectures, which is otherwise a time-consuming and labor-intensive process (Zoph and Le 2017; Baker et al. 2017; Brock et al. 2018; Zhang, Ren, and Urtasun 2019; Liu, Simonyan, and Yang 2019; Cai, Zhu, and Han 2019) . Traditionally, NAS searches for architectures with maximal predictive performance. However, in real applications, additional objectives such as inference time and energy consumption must be considered. The trade-off among different objectives is typically captured by the Pareto front, i.e., the set of Pareto-optimal architectures with the property that no objective can be improved without harming the other objectives.
Obtaining the full Pareto front accurately and efficiently is challenging for NAS, because the number of possible architectures is typically very large and architecture evaluation is expensive. Most works on multi-objective NAS approximate the Pareto front by relying on the two paradigms of scalarization and evolution. Scalarization combines the multiple objectives into a single one (e.g., by using a weighted sum or product). However, multiple runs with different scalarizations are required to obtain multiple Pareto-optimal solutions, which is computationally-intensive. Evolution involves the use of genetic algorithms (Srinivas and Deb 1994; Deb et al. 2000) , which iteratively update the current population to create a new generation via crossovers, mutations and elitist selection. A recent genetic approach is LEMONADE (Elsken, Metzen, and Hutter 2019a), which can approximate the Pareto front well but at a relatively high search cost. NSGA-Net (Lu et al. 2019 ), a different evolutionary method, achieves comparatively lower cost by training sampled architectures for only 25 epochs, which is nevertheless a low fidelity estimate with high bias (Elsken, Metzen, and Hutter 2019b) . This, in turn, can take a toll on the ability to approximate the true Pareto front well.
A critical observation on the two aforementioned paradigms is that it is in principle possible to continuously adapt a single policy to efficiently generate Pareto-optimal architectures. For scalarization, we can adapt the optimal policy for a given scalarization to obtain an optimal policy for a similar scalarization. For evolution, we can continuously change the policy to produce architectures that Paretodominate existing ones. Inspired by this observation, our work explores the novel paradigm of non-stationary policy gradient (NPG) for approximating efficiently and accurately the full Pareto front. NPG is built upon an RL framework, and is compatible with existing RL-based NAS . We opt for RL, since it is well-established in traditional NAS and because the reward is easy to customize. In detail, a controller learns a policy to generate architectures.
Unlike traditional RL though, the reward function is nonstationary; this allows us to efficiently produce the entire Pareto front by continuously adapting the policy according to the changing reward.
NPG-NAS, our proposed framework, introduces two new reward functions. The first one (ADF) utilizes a target-based desirability function (Derringer and Suich 1980) to scalarize the objectives. By slowly annealing target values for all but one objectives, it gradually uncovers the entire Pareto front in a single run. The second one (ADC) is based on the Pareto dominance concept: an architecture receives a reward based on whether it dominates or is dominated by other architectures in the current Pareto front. As shown in Fig. 1 , ADF traverses the entire Pareto front, whereas ADC expands it in bands like evolution. ADF relies on scalarization, while ADC is based on Pareto dominance which is ubiquitous in evolutionary methods. But while evolution typically creates a new generation via genetic operations on the best-fit individuals of the current generation as measured by a fitness function, NPG-NAS expands the band by sampling new individuals that are likely to dominate solutions in the current Pareto front using a non-stationary policy that learns from observed non-stationary rewards.
To deal with non-stationarity, we propose a new exploration scheme with a changing Boltzmann temperature to better balance exploration and exploitation, which is inspired by prior work on multi-armed bandits (Besbes, Gur, and Zeevi 2014). Furthermore, a common challenge for NAS concerns architecture evaluation. Techniques such as parameter sharing , continuous relaxation (Liu, Simonyan, and Yang 2019) , and network morphisms (Wei et al. 2016) have addressed this. For fast and accurate evaluation, our work introduces a pre-trained shared model which is continuously fine-tuned during search whenever an architecture is sampled. Our pre-trained shared model leads to fast convergence in just 50 steps, as well as high correlation between the validation accuracy during search versus when architectures are trained from scratch.
Our extensive experimental study on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 based on a cell-based search space and with a strong high-budget baseline shows that NPG-NAS can approximate the full Pareto front accurately at fast speeds. Furthermore, by stacking our discovered cells we obtain networks with very high predictive performance. For LEMON-ADE and NSGA-Net, the performance from transferring cells searched on CIFAR-10 to other datasets (ImageNet or CIFAR-100) is less striking than their performance on CIFAR-10. For NPG-NAS, we transfer architecture cells found for CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 to ImageNet, yielding higher classification accuracies than most multi-objective methods, or competitive accuracies at a fraction of the GPU cost. Importantly, both our searched and transferred cells are often on par with or even outperform many state-of-the-art NAS methods with similar network sizes. This points to the high quality of our discovered cells. Our experiments unveil fundamental differences in the way architectures are sampled for ADF and ADC versus random search. We show that random search performs poorly in the multi-objective setting, contrary to single-objective NAS (Yang, Esperana, and Carlucci 2020) .
NPG-NAS is a fully gradient-based scheme, as it uses gradient descent to optimize both the network weights and the controller policy. It favors a simple design, albeit based on intuitive and sound fundamentals. Furthermore, it is a lightweight framework, because it only maintains a single policy that is continuously updated throughout training. Its high efficiency and effectiveness across various datasets make it a well-suited framework for multi-objective NAS.
Related Work

Multi-objective NAS
A comprehensive survey on single-and multi-objective NAS is given in (Elsken, Metzen, and Hutter 2019b) . Most works on multi-objective NAS can be divided in two classes 1 . Methods in the first-class scalarize the multiple objectives into a single one by using their weighted sum or product, and subsequently solve a single-objective optimization problem. For non-differentiable objectives, a continuous relaxation technique enables gradient-based optimization, e.g., FBNet (Wu et al. 2019) . For RL-based Mnas-Net (Tan et al. 2019 ) and MONAS (Hsu et al. 2018) , the reward is a scalarized objective, where the trade-off among various objectives is controlled by tuning the corresponding weights. The second class includes genetic algorithms with non-dominated sorting. These methods sort the population into a hierarchy of sub-populations based on the ordering of Pareto dominance. Elitist selection criteria exploit this ordering to guide the evolution process and discover diverse Pareto-optimal architectures (Srinivas and Deb 1994; Deb et al. 2000) . LEMONADE (Elsken, Metzen, and Hutter 2019a) and NSGA-Net (Lu et al. 2019) fall into this category. Note that a few multi-objective NAS works are based on alternative paradigms; DPP-NET (Dong et al. 2018) for instance is based on sequential model-based optimization (Hutter, Hoos, and Leyton-Brown 2011) . In this work, we focus on the dominant paradigms of scalarization and evolution that our work draws inspiration from.
Policy Gradient for Multi-objective MDPs
Policy gradient methods for multi-objective RL have received some attention in the prior literature. Two relevant approaches are (i) the radial and (ii) the Pareto-following (Parisi et al. 2014) . Our first method ADF shares similarities with the Pareto-following approach: they both start with a Pareto-optimal policy, and subsequently move along the Pareto front. But instead of using update and correction steps, ADF relies on a simpler policy transfer scheme, whereby the policy of a current target is transferred and adapted to the next target. A different gradient-based approach in (Parisi, Pirotta, and Restelli 2016) learns a direction to update the policy manifold in order to improve the Pareto front approximation. Rather than trying to learn the entire policy manifold at once, NPG continuously adapts a single policy to efficiently generate the full Pareto front.
Non-stationary Rewards
Non-stationarity has attracted interest in the multi-armed bandit (MAB) and RL literature. Prior RL works typically deal with general non-stationary environments, e.g., (Goldberg and Matarić 2003; da Silva et al. 2006; Yu and Mannor 2009; Al-Shedivat et al. 2018) . A relevant approach for efficient policy adaptation is to meta-learn the changes in the reward and update the policy accordingly (Al-Shedivat et al. 2018) . In our work, we opt for a temperature-based exploration scheme because it is very simple yet effective. It is loosely inspired by prior work on the stochastic MAB setting with non-stationary rewards, which highlights the inherent trade-off between remembering and forgetting (Besbes, Gur, and Zeevi 2014). Old information may become obsolete, and negatively affect adaptation to the changing environment. For this reason, the authors propose a mechanism that forgets any acquired information at regular intervals, and restarts anew. Given our goal of continuous policy adaptation, our scheme does not erase the knowledge present in the policy. Instead, we opt for a softer mechanism that increases exploration at regular intervals while exploiting what is currently encoded in the policy. To our knowledge, non-stationary rewards have not been previously explored for NAS. Interestingly, our novel exploration scheme may be relevant in other settings involving non-stationary rewards, even outside NAS.
Background
Without loss of generality about min or max, given m ≥ 2 objective functions f 1 : X → R, . . . , f m : X → R, a multiobjective optimization problem has the form:
X is the feasible set of decision vectors. As there may be no solution that simultaneously optimizes all m objectives, the primary solution concept is Pareto optimality:
. . , m}, and (ii) f j (x 1 ) > f j (x 2 ) for at least one j ∈ {1, . . . , m}. In that case, we write x 1 x 2 . A decision vector x * ∈ X is called Pareto optimal, if there is no x ∈ X that dominates x * . The Pareto front P f is the set of all Pareto-optimal solutions. Desirability Function. The desirability function is used in the optimization of multiple objective engineering systems to set desired limits for the decision vector (Derringer and Suich 1980). Our work focuses on the "target is best" type, where the goal is for the objective to be near a given target. RL for Single-Objective NAS. Prior work on RL-based NAS (Zoph and Le 2017; ) considers a recurrent neural network (RNN) controller, parameterized by θ ∈ R d , which samples child architectures α based on a policy π(α; θ). The goal is to compute the optimal policy π * = π(α; θ * ). Since conventional NAS is interested in architectures with high accuracy, the reward R(α) is equal to the validation accuracy acc valid (α) of child model α. Given that the reward signal is non-differentiable, policy gradient methods are used to iteratively update θ. In practice, a mini-batch of several architectures is sampled according to π(α; θ) in order to approximate the quantity E α∼π(α;θ) [R(α)]. We use the REINFORCE method with baseline (Williams 1992) , because we empirically find it performs well, but any policy gradient method may be used.
Algorithms
Annealing Desirability Function (ADF)
Our first reward function for NPG-NAS utilizes a desirability function. We start by discussing the two-objective case.
The first objective f 1 is the validation accuracy, while the second objective f 2 can be any other objective of interest. Two objectives. Assume a desirability function of the "target is best" type for f 2 of the following triangular form:
(1)
Eq.
(1) defines a piecewise linear function with a maximum value of 1 at f 2 (α) = τ , which decreases linearly at a rate of
Based on (1), we define the multiplicative reward function:
(2) assigns higher rewards to architectures α (i) with high validation accuracy, and (ii) whose second objective f 2 (α) is close enough to target τ . Ideally, we want to discover the best architecture for each possible target for f 2 . How to do this? For simplicity, let T = [τ min , τ max ], i.e., the set of targets takes values in a continuous range between a minimum target τ min and a maximum target τ max . Assume we know the optimal controller policy for target τ . To compute the optimal policy π for a new target τ close to τ , we can start from the known optimal policy π for τ , and just do a few update steps to get the optimal policy for τ . Assuming the optimal policy changes relatively smoothly in the neighborhood of τ , a few samples should suffice to learn the optimal policy π for τ . If θ * is the optimal policy parameter at target τ , we can hence claim that the optimal policy parameter θ * at a near target τ will be near θ * .
We show ADF in Algorithm 1 which consists of two phases. Both phases sample a child architecture α ch in each step according to policy π(α; θ). Using our shared model (see Section 5.2), we determine acc valid (α ch ) and compute reward (2). We use REINFORCE to update θ (Lines 7-10 and Line 16). The two phases serve different purposes. The first one is a warm-up phase with N warm steps (Lines 3-11). It learns an initial optimal policy for the leftmost target τ min to start the subsequent annealing process. It uses a fixed width δ warm (Line 5) of relatively high value; we use δ warm = τmax−τmin 2 . The second phase is the annealing phase that slowly increases the target τ from τ min to τ max at a linear rate over a total of N anneal steps (Lines 12-18). In this phase, the width is set to a lower value δ anneal (Line 13); we choose δ anneal = τmax−τmin
10
. This phase gradually learns the optimal policy for all annealed targets, so we use a smaller width to limit the search process near the target. At the end of the annealing phase we extract the Pareto front from the sampled set A (Line 19).
Algorithm 1 ADF (Annealing Desirability Function)
Input: datasets Dtrain and D valid , minimum target τmin, maximum target τmax, annealing steps N anneal , warm-up steps Nwarm, warm-up width δwarm, annealing width δ annealing . Output: Pareto front P f . 1: Randomly initialize RNN controller weight θ; 2: Initialize set of sampled architectures A ← ∅; 3: //Warm-up Phase 4: Fix target τ ← τmin; 5: Fix width δ ← δwarm; 6: for step = 1 to Nwarm do 7: Sample a child model α ch ∼ π(α; θ); 8:
Evaluate α ch and get validation accuracy acc valid (α ch ); 9:
Compute reward according to Eq. (2); 10:
Update θ using REINFORCE; 11: end for 12: //Annealing Phase 13: Fix width δ ← δ anneal ; 14: for step = 1 to N anneal do 15:
Perform Lines 7-10; 17:
A ← A ∪ {(α ch , (acc valid (α ch ), f2(α ch )))}; 18: end for 19: Extract Pareto front P f from A;
Generalizing to more objectives. For m ≥ 3 we simultaneously anneal the targets for m − 1 of the objectives, say f 2 , . . . , f m . To this goal, we first create a grid containing target pairs for (f 2 , . . . , f m ), and define a (m − 1)-D desirability function for each target. Subsequently, we traverse this grid using any space-filling curve that can preserve locality, so that any two consecutive points that the curve passes through are close in the (m − 1)-D grid.
Assigning Dominance-based Credit (ADC)
In this section, we propose our second reward function. We first define some relevant concepts. Given the current Pareto front P f and an architecture α, we define (i) N (P f ) as the number of points in P f , (ii) N (α; P f ) as the number of architectures in P f that dominate α, and N ≺ (α; P f ) as the number of architectures in P f that are dominated by α. Furthermore, given a radius we define the density function ρ(α; P f , ) as the number of points in P f that lie within distance from f (α) = (f 1 (α), . . . , f m (α)). The distance can be defined based on L 1 or L 2 norms. The reward is:
Eq. (3) is non-symmetric about the current front P f . In (3), the more points in the Pareto front a newly sampled architecture α dominates, the higher its assigned reward. This is due to the added difficulty of discovering new Pareto points that dominate (several) existing points on P f . Furthermore, the reward is higher as the number N (P f ) of points in the Pareto front increases, because it gets more difficult to discover new Pareto-optimal points. If α is dominated by P f , it
Algorithm 2 ADC (Assigning Dominance-based Credit)
Input: datasets Dtrain and D valid , radius > 0, controller steps Nsteps, hyperparameter C > 0. Output: Pareto-optimal front P f . 1: Randomly initialize RNN controller weight θ; 2: P f ← ∅; 3: for step = 1 to Nsteps do 4: Sample a child model α ch ∼ π(α; θ); 5:
Evaluate child model α ch and compute its m objectives; 6:
Compute reward according to Eq. (3); 7: dominated ← F ALSE; 8:
for each αp ∈ P f do 9:
if α ch αp then 10:
else if αp α ch then 12:
dominated ← T RU E; 13:
end if 14:
end for 15:
if dominated == F ALSE then 16:
end if 18:
Update θ using REINFORCE; 19: end for receives a negative reward based on (i) the number of points in P f that dominate it, and (ii) its density. A larger density term ρ(α; P f , ) incurs a penalty to discourage re-sampling from oversampled subspaces. C > 0 is a tunable hyperparameter to scale the numerator so that the tanh operator is saturated at a desired threshold.
We describe ADC in Algorithm 2. Similar to ADF, the controller samples in each step an architecture α ch based on π(α; θ) (Line 4), for a total of N steps steps. The child model α ch is trained and subsequently, its m objectives are computed (Line 5). Next, we compute the reward based on Eq.
(3) (Line 6). If α ch dominates any α p ∈ P f , then it is added into P f while α p is removed (Lines 7-17). If α ch is dominated by at least one α p ∈ P f , P f remains unchanged. If α ch is neither dominated by nor dominates any α p ∈ P f , then it is added into P f . Finally, we update the policy network θ using REINFORCE (Line 18).
Optimizations
Addressing Non-stationarity
NPG-NAS uses non-stationary rewards. ADF gradually anneals the target, changing reward function definition (2). ADC continuously updates the current Pareto front P f , which renders reward function (3) non-stationary. The nonstationary nature of the reward function is hardly surprising. In multi-objective RL, the Pareto front does not consist of a single but of multiple policies (Roijers et al. 2013) . A single stationary reward would be insufficient to produce the diverse set of policies in the Pareto front. Non-stationarity allows us to approximate the full Pareto front by a single policy that we continuously adapt. We thus do not need to simultaneously learn and maintain several policies.
Traditional RL manages the exploration/exploitation trade-off, by exploring more in the early stages of learning and exploiting more in the later stages. Non-stationarity complicates this, since the changing rewards may make older knowledge obsolete, and the agent needs to continue to learn by interacting with the environment. We address the challenge by exploiting a temperature parameter T , as in Boltzmann exploration (Sutton and Barto 2018) . We propose to use cosine temperature decay with warm restarts 2 . Our scheme starts with a high temperature T max , which is slowly decreased within ν + 1 steps to a low value T min using cosine decay. Upon reaching T min , we reset the temperature to T max and repeat the process. Increasing the temperature introduces randomness in the policy and helps the controller explore different actions. Decreasing T allows the controller to exploit its observations and settle down to a new policy. The discontinuous jump (warm restart) helps to attenuate the impact of the old policy faster. We write:
Our scheme is inspired by the Rexp3 algorithm in stochastic multi-armed bandits with non-stationary rewards (Besbes, Gur, and Zeevi 2014), which discards previously acquired information at regular intervals to ensure that the policy is not negatively impacted by the changing rewards. However, instead of forgetting everything at regular intervals, we adopt a softer approach whereby we increase exploration while also being able to exploit the knowledge currently present in the policy. This is also consistent with our policy adaptation goal.
Pre-trained Shared Model
ENAS (Pham et al. 2018) introduced parameter sharing for fast architecture evaluation. However, its child models exhibit different performance during the early and late stages of the search process, while NPG-NAS requires the ability to accurately evaluate a child model at any point of search. We thus propose a novel pre-trained shared model. Our model uses the super network of ENAS, where the weights for each operation are shared by all child models with this operation. But unlike ENAS, we introduce a pre-training phase and a different update mechanism, which allows us to evaluate child models accurately from the early stages of search.
Pre-training a shared super network is different from pretraining a single model. The pre-training procedure must satisfy the following requirements: 1) each operation should be treated equally, and 2) the weights of any operation should not favor particular models. In this spirit, we pre-train the super network as follows: (i) Initialize shared weights randomly; (ii) Sample a child model randomly; (iii) Sample a batch of training images and update parameters of the sampled model by one-step gradient descent; (iv) Repeat (ii) and (iii) until the performance on a batch of 64 randomly sampled architectures converges. By randomly sampling child models we can sample fairly all operators of the computational graph; and by using one gradient step we avoid overfitting the pre-trained shared parameters to any specific architecture. During search, we initialize the shared super network with the pre-trained parameters. To evaluate a sampled child model, we fine-tune the shared weights using just a few gradient steps. This is different from ENAS, which evaluates a child model directly on the shared model, without fine-tuning it first. As shown in Section 6.2, our pre-trained shared model has two desirable properties: (1) a few gradient steps, e.g., 30 to 50, suffice for convergence of the weights of the child model, and (2) the fine-tuned accuracies are highly correlated with the stand-alone ones.
Finally, note that it would also be possible to use metalearning to learn good weights (initialization) for the shared model (Finn, Abbeel, and Levine 2017; Li et al. 2017) , in order to be able to converge to the correct shared weights for the sampled architectures using few gradient steps only. In our work, we instead opt for a pre-trained model that we continuously fine-tune. We adopt this simpler scheme, which does not require a separate meta-training phase but produces strong results, as we discuss in Section 6.2. Interestingly, our pre-trained model has a similar effect as meta-learning algorithms since it leads to fast convergence for any sampled architecture using a few gradient steps only (e.g., 30 to 50).
6 Experimental Studies 6.1 Implementation Datasets. We search architecture cells on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 (Krizhevsky and Hinton 2009), which we then transfer to ImageNet. For the search phase, the original training set is divided into a set D train with 45000 images to train the sampled architectures, and a set D valid with 5000 images to evaluate them. To evaluate the finally selected architectures, we use the original training set to train the architectures from scratch and evaluate them on the test set. Objectives. We experiment with two and three objectives: maximizing the validation accuracy, minimizing the number of parameters, and minimizing number of FLOPs (for 3 objectives only). Hardware-aware objectives such as inference time and energy consumption are important for real applications; we choose nevertheless hardware-agnostic objectives without loss of generality for simplicity and reproducibility. Search space. We opt for the cell-based search space of ENAS because it is flexible, easily transferable, and very effective (e.g., ENAS, DARTS). Concretely, we first search for normal and reduction cells, and then stack them to construct a network. Note that this search space does not include searching over the width or depth of the neural net. Despite this limitation, cell-based approaches can yield competitive results . We manually find that the minimum and maximum numbers of parameters and (Lu et al. 2019) , we found it simple to calculate the various targets because information about the operators in the computational graph is readily available (e.g., number of parameters).
Pre-trained shared model. Our shared model stacks 6 normal and 2 reduction cells. The reduction cells are placed in the 3rd and 6th cell. We choose 1270 epochs for the pre-training phase, by measuring when the performance on batches of 64 randomly sampled architectures stabilizes.
Controller. The controller is designed as an LSTM with hidden size 64. For each layer, the controller samples an operation and an input node from previous nodes. For ADF (resp., ADC), the controller is trained with Adam with a learning rate of 0.001 (resp., 0.002). A tanh constant 1.5 is used for sampling logits to prevent premature convergence (Bello et al. 2017a ). The temperature varies from 10 to 5 (resp., from 25 to 1) with a period of 50 (resp., 1200) for ADF (resp., ADC). The for the density function in (3) is set to 0.1M and 0.02B for the number of parameters and FLOPs, respectively. The exploration hyperparameters are determined by grid search on CIFAR-10, but then reused on CIFAR-100. Search methods. We choose random search (RS) and desirability function with multiple runs (M-DF) as baselines. The former randomly samples child models. For two objectives, the latter first splits the interval [τ P ARAM min , τ P ARAM max ] into equal parts using 10 split points in total. Subsequently, we do 10 independent runs using reward function (2). During each run, the target of the desirability function is fixed to one of the split points so that the controller focuses on child models near the split point. For three objectives, M-DF creates a regular 4 by 4 grid to split the 2-D interval , and uses the 16 grid points as targets for 16 independent runs. Each of the independent runs of M-DF uses the same number of search steps as RS and NPG-NAS to ensure that M-DF can converge to a good optimal policy for the corresponding target. M-DF serves as our approximate ground truth. Due to the immense search space, the exact Pareto front is beyond reach. M-DF thus acts as a strong baseline that estimates different parts of the Pareto front, and subsequently combines them to approximate the full front. This is why we allocate it considerably more search steps than other methods. Hyperparameters for search methods. For two objectives, we use 6000 search steps for RS, ADC, and ADF so that all methods have the same budget and comparison is fair. ADF uses 1500 additional steps for the warm-up phase. For M-DF, we sample 6000 models in each run for a total of 60000 samples. M-DF uses the same hyperparameters for the desirability function as ADF except that it uses a fixed temperature of 5 (like ENAS) and does not execute the warm-up phase. For three objectives, we double the search steps for RS and ADC to 12000. ADF uses target pairs consisting of the number of parameters and number of FLOPs. To perform annealing, we split the 2-D interval
] using a 110 by 109 regular grid of 11990 points. This results in almost the same number of steps as RS and ADC. During the annealing phase, we traverse the grid in a zig-zag manner (i.e., in diagonal strips) to ensure that any two consecutive target pairs are sufficiently close and policy transfer is possible. The desirability function is taken as the product of two 1-D desirability functions, one for number of parameters and another one for number of FLOPs. For M-DF, we sample 6000 models in each run for a total of 6000x16=96000 search steps. Hyperparameters for training from scratch. To train from scratch selected architectures on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, we use CutOut (DeVries and Taylor 2017) and random horizontal flip for data augmentation. The optimizer is SGD with cosine decay learning rate 0.025, weight decay 0.0003, Nesterov momentum 0.9. Each model is trained for 600 epochs.
To train from scratch on ImageNet, we use SGD with cosine learning rate 0.8, weight decay 0.00003, and Nesterov momentum 0.9. Each model is trained for 350 epochs.
Results
Effectiveness of pre-trained shared model. In Fig. 2(a) we show the validation accuracy as a function of training step for 4 random architectures that are trained from scratch (with random initialization) compared with fine-tuning from our pre-trained shared model. Remarkably, the validation accuracy by fine-tuning converges quickly within 30 training steps. We speculate that the pre-training phase learns weights for the operators of the shared model that are able to extract good features (in the convolutional layers), so that a few gradient steps suffice for any child model to converge. We use 50 steps for guaranteed convergence. Second, we pick 7 representative architectures with different numbers of parameters from a searched Pareto front on CIFAR-10 with ADC (see experiments below), and train them from scratch with random initialization. Fig. 2(b) shows the test accuracy with random initialization and the validation accuracy produced by fine-tuning. The two are strongly correlated at a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.84. This implies an effective ranking of the architectures' performance, for all parts of the Pareto front. As argued in (Bender et al. 2018) , the high correlation is possibly because weight sharing implicitly forces the one-shot model to identify and focus on the operations that are most useful for generating good predictions. Architectures with high accuracy from fine-tuning will then also have high quality with stand-alone training. Two objectives on CIFAR-10. Fig. 3 shows that ADF and ADC perform similarly to M-DF and approximate the full front while significantly outperforming RS, which retrieves a small part only. The poor performance of RS is in stark contrast to its strong performance in single-objective NAS (Yang, Esperana, and Carlucci 2020) . For more insight, we plot the child model distributions (histograms) for all methods in Fig. 4 the leftmost to the rightmost target at a constant pace. ADC also explores a larger subspace than RS. It extends the Pareto front to the rightmost limit, despite performing worse than ADF in the leftmost region. Appendix 8.1 provides more details on the child model distributions. The Pareto fronts in Fig. 3 are produced by continuously fine-tuning the shared model using 50 gradient steps per sampled architecture. A critical question concerns the form of these curves when architectures are trained from scratch. To answer this, we pick 10 evenly distributed points from each curve, and train them from scratch with random initialization. The corresponding Pareto fronts are depicted in Fig. 5 . We again observe that our methods perform similarly to M-DF while outperforming RS. This is hardly surprising given the effectiveness of our pre-trained shared model. RS, in particular, performs badly in the leftmost region, while being unable to extend the Pareto front to the right. It only outperforms other methods in a small oversampled subspace.
NPG-NAS is an efficient multi-objective NAS framework. On a single Nvidia Tesla P100 GPU, the search phase of ADF/ADC takes 75/60 GPU hours respectively, while M-DF takes 605 GPU hours. The search cost for ADF or ADC is lower than the 4/8 GPU days for NSGA-Netmicro/NSGA-Net-macro based on a micro/macro search space (see also Table 2 ). The total runtime for ADF/ADC is 7.25/6.63 GPU days though due to 99 additional GPU hours to pre-train the shared model. This is higher than NSGA-Net-micro but lower than NSGA-Net-macro. However, the reason behind the high efficiency of NSGA-Net is that it trains sampled architectures for only 25 epochs (instead of 600 epochs that they use for full training). Early stopping is nevertheless a low fidelity estimate with high bias (Elsken, Metzen, and Hutter 2019b), and no evidence is provided that the accuracies from 25 epochs are highly correlated with the fully trained ones, for different parts of the Pareto front. This can harm the ability to approximate the true Pareto front well. Our efficiency becomes more pronounced when we compare to LEMONADE, which evaluates child models based on the accurate network morphisms (Wei et al. 2016) . LEMONADE takes 1344 GPU hours on Nvidia Titan X GPU in total; ADF and ADC are 7.7x and 8.5x faster. We further assess the quality of the Pareto fronts using the area they dominate, with the number of parameters rescaled to [0, 1]. Due to the high GPU hour cost, we only do 5 runs for each method. NPG-NAS incorporates by default our exploration scheme. We repeat our methods with a fixed temperature T =5, like ENAS. The mean and standard deviation from all runs are summarized in Table 1 . NPG-NAS outperforms RS, while performing similarly to M-DF. ADF has lower variance and thus more stable performance than RS, whereas ADC has visibly larger variance. We find that the temperature scheme has a negligible effect on the mean of ADF, but it cuts the variance by almost 50%. For ADC, the varying temperature may play a more critical role. It increases the mean but also reduces the variance. In particular, without it the performance of ADC is even worse than RS. Our scheme thus seems to have the potential to increase or stabilize performance under non-stationary rewards. Finally, to compare against M-DF with same budget, we run M-DF with 2 (3) targets, each with 3000 (2000) search steps. We get a mean of 0.817 (0.824), which are worse than even RS.
To gain more insight into the results in Table 1 , we depict in Fig. 6 the distribution of sampled architectures for ADF and ADC in the two cases. The two histograms are similar for ADF, but dramatically different for ADC. Without temperature decay, ADC oversamples a small subspace centered around 1.4M parameters. We conjecture that cosine temperature decay helps it escape this subspace, by encouraging the controller to randomly sample other parts of the search space. ADF does not seem to suffer from this problem. Still, improved exploration in ADF may help to reduce the effect 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 Figure 6 : Comparison between ADF (top) and ADC (bottom) with cosine temperature decay and with fixed T = 5. from previous policies, which is a possible reason for the variance reduction.
Ratio of Sampled Points
To evaluate the found cells with respect to state-of-theart methods, we pick three representative cells with large (L), medium (M) and small (S) number of parameters from the Pareto fronts of ADF and ADC, and evaluate them on CIFAR-10 with 36 channels and 20 cells. This is important because cells are typically searched on small neural nets for efficiency purposes, but then stacked at higher depths and with more filters (width) for higher predictive performance. Furthermore, we train the ENAS cell by stacking it 20, 14, or 8 times (ENAS-L/M/S, respectively) 3 . Table 2 summarizes results from manually designed architectures, NPG-NAS and other NAS methods. We do not depict prior results using data augmentation techniques except for CutOut.
NPG-NAS is consistently better than ENAS-L/M/S, showing that searching for the entire Pareto front can provide performance benefit compared to stacking a fixed cell at varying depths. ADC-L outperforms the expert-designed DenseNet with only about 16% of its parameters, and outperforms many other NAS algorithms. Compared to other multi-objective algorithms such as LEMONADE and DPP-Net-PNAS, NPG-NAS has substantially lower GPU cost while obtaining higher accuracy with fewer parameters. All our cells have higher accuracy than NSGA-Net-macro, including ADF-S at 1.18M parameters. Our cells ADF-L and ADC-M perform almost identically to NSGA-Net-microv1, even though only the latter has fewer parameters. On the other hand, ADC-L achieves higher accuracy than NSGA- Net-microv2 with just 15.41% its parameters. Even though a direct comparison of different cells or architectures is tricky due to the different search spaces, the results in Table 2 point to the high quality of our discovered cells. This is hardly surprising, given the strong correlation between the fine-tuned accuracies vs. the stand-alone ones. Two objectives on CIFAR-100. NPG-NAS is stable across different datasets. To illustrate this, we experiment with dataset CIFAR-100 using exactly the same exploration hyperparameters (e.g., T min , T max , ν) as for CIFAR-10. Having transferable hyperparameters helps to avoid the cost associated with optimizing the hyperparameters for a new dataset from scratch, and is thus very beneficial. The results are shown in Fig. 7 . Our methods outperform RS and yield competitive results to M-DF. We also evaluate the performance of the found architectures. The results are shown in Table 3 . ADF-L outperforms DenseNet-BC with 77.61% fewer parameters. It is only slightly lower than P-DARTSv1. P-DARTSv2 and NAONet outperform our cell by larger margins, but their size is also much bigger. Compared to the transferred cell of NSGA-Net, NPG-NAS outperforms it by a large margin with fewer parameters and lower search cost. Transfer to ImageNet. The large cells found from CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 are stacked with 48 channels and 14 layers. An SE (Hu, Shen, and Sun 2018) module is added after each output node. The results are summarized in Table 4 . ADF-L10 achieves higher top-1 accuracy than MobileNetv2-1.4 with 19.42% fewer parameters. NPG-NAS beats most other methods at similar network sizes. ADC-L10 and ADF-L100 get higher accuracy than DPP-Net-PNAS with only 1/10 of its parameters. Furthermore, we outperform other NAS methods by clear margins at similar network sizes. Even though MnasNet-A3 has the highest accuracy, it consumes a large amount of GPU resources (about 91000 GPU hours estimated by FBNet) to search directly on ImageNet. Three objectives on CIFAR-10. Finally, we experiment with three objectives in Fig. 8 . Both ADF and ADC visibly outperform RS and perform quite similarly to M-DF. We observe that ADF performs better in the leftmost regions in Fig. 8 while its top accuracy in the rightmost region just a bit lower than M-DF and ADC. ADC achieves a slightly higher range of accuracies, and has a more extended right front.
Discussion
In multi-objective NAS, the true Pareto front is unattainable due to the huge search space. Our goal is an approximation with the following properties: accuracy, good range, and diversity (Laumanns et al. 2002; Zitzler et al. 2003) . Accuracy asks whether we converge to the true Pareto front. Both ADF and ADC generally produce Pareto fronts similar to M-DF, which serves as our (approximate) ground truth. This provides positive evidence in favor of convergence. Note that our pre-trained shared model contributes to accuracy, because the fine-tuned accuracies are strongly correlated with the stand-alone ones. We further note that ADF and ADC sample the search space much more uniformly than RS. For this reason, our methods also have better range, and produce a more extended Pareto front than RS (ADC even more so than ADF). Diversity also holds, since NPG-NAS produces diverse solutions during search. Diversity is visualized in Appendix 8.2.
Conclusion
NPG-NAS is based on the new paradigm of non-stationary policy gradient. It is a flexible and generic framework: depending on the reward function definition, it can accom-modate very different algorithms that incorporate elements from the dominant paradigms of scalarization and evolution. Experiments on many datasets show that NPG can be an efficient and effective paradigm for multi-objective NAS.
Future research can shed more light on its fundamentals. A major question concerns the better theoretical understanding of the non-stationary policy adaptation mechanism for ADF and ADC. A second practical question concerns other non-stationary reward functions within NPG-NAS with possibly different underlying mechanisms of policy adaptation. Finally, it is critical to gain insights into the impact of our proposed exploration scheme on the performance of reinforcement learning, and to even study alternative schemes for non-stationary reward functions.
Appendix
Scatter Plots of Sampled Architectures
We plot in Fig. 9 all architectures sampled by different methods for comparison purposes. We observe that M-DF, ADF, ADF-fix and ADC sample the search space more uniformly than other methods. RS has poor sampling behavior since it oversamples a small part of the subspace. Finally, we confirm that ADF and ADF-fix behave quite similarly, while there is a big gap in the performance of ADC and ADCfix. Concretely, the variant with improved exploration may be more likely to avoid getting stuck in a specific subspace, and thus expected to explore more parts of the search space. 
Discovered Cells
Various NPG-NAS cells for CIFAR-10 with varying numbers of parameters (large, medium, or small) are visualized in Figs. 10-15. We observe that the cells produced by our search process have very diverse structures. As expected, cells with more parameters tend to have more convolution operators, while as the number of parameters decreases, cells get more skip connections and pooling operators. Note that cells associated with fewer parameters tend to be deeper (this is more pronounced for normal cells). Figure 15 : Cells for ADC-S10.
